Abstract-
a point in N n dimensions, with each coordinate of L codewords choosing a point in S. Multilevel coded signal sets with linear codes over GF (2) as component codes have been studied in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and in various general settings in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Kschischang et al. [11] use linear codes over nonbinary fields to construct multilevel signal sets and give algebraic structural properties of these codes. Multilevel codes for the purpose of unequal error protection have been discussed in [12] and [13] . Suboptimal multistage decoding and performance analysis of multilevel codes have been studied in [14] [15] [16] .
This correspondence deals with two-level (L = 2) group codes with the basic signal set consisting of points on a circle. The block diagram of a two-level block-coded modulation is shown in Fig. 1(a) . When Cs and Cr are length n codes over alphabets Y = fy1; y2g (m 1 = 2) and X = fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g fm 2 = 4g, Fig. 1(b) shows a labeling of S consisting of eight points on the circle with X and Y . For codewords a = (a0; a1; 1 1 1 ; an01 ) 2 dimensions. The collection of all such points in 2n dimensions corresponding to all possible pairs of codewords constitute the twolevel block-coded modulation code (signal set) or signal space code.
This correspondence concerns Y and X being Z2 and ZM, residue class integers modulo 2 and M, respectively, and the basic signal set being a collection of 2M points on a unit circle matched to the dihedral group with 2M elements.
A signal set S is said to be matched to a group G if there exists a mapping from G onto S such that for all g and g 0 in G d E ((g); (g 0 )) = d E ((g 01 g 0 ); (e)) (1) where dE(a; b) denotes the squared Euclidean distance between a, b 2 S, and e is the identity element of G. If G and S have the same number of elements then the elements of S can be labeled with the elements of G, and such a labeling satisfying condition (1) is referred to as a matched labeling [17] , [18] . A signal set matched to a group has the property that the Euclidean distance distribution of the points of the signal set from any point is the same.
A group code over a group G is a subgroup C of G n with componentwise group operation. Most known good classes of signal space codes are geometrically uniform codes [19] for which group codes constitute a basic ingredient. If S is a signal set of dimension N matched to a group G and is a matched labeling, then under the extended mapping n : G n ! S n given by n (g 0 ; g 1 ; 111; g n01 ) = ((g 0 ); (g 1 ); 111; (g n01 )) (2) n (C) gives a signal set in Nn dimensions, called the signal space code, and this is matched to the group C, and hence is geometrically uniform [19] . C is referred to as the label code of the signal space code. The squared Euclidean distance distribution determines the performance of the signal set when used in an additive white Gaussian noise channel, and generally the minimum squared Euclidean distance (MSED) is taken to be the performance index. Given a group G and a signal set S, the matching labeling of S with G is not unique.
So, given a group code the resulting signal space code depends on the particular matched labeling used, and hence the performance is dependent on the choice of the matched labeling. The choice of the best labeling for a label code then becomes an important problem.
In [1] , Biglieri and Caire have studied the geometrical uniformity properties of signal space codes generated by multilevel construction. The component codes used are L linear binary codes with the 2 Lary SPSK as the basic signal set. The points of PSK signal set can be designated with either the cyclic group with 2 L elements or with the dihedral group with 2 L elements. They derive conditions under which the resulting multilevel code is a group code over cyclic or dihedral group. We study in this correspondence two-level group codes over dihedral groups with 2M elements, denoted by D M , with one component code a binary code and the other a code over ZM . To be specific, the component codes are i) Cs, a code over Z2 = f0; 1g and ii) Cr, a code over ZM = f0; 1; 11 1;M 0 1g. The codes of [1] and [3] are special cases corresponding to M = 2 L01 and Cr being a decomposable code [3] . There are several ways of achieving matched labeling of a 2M -PSK signal set with D M . In Section II, we describe all possible matched labelings (Definition 1) of the 2M -PSK signal set, both symmetric (2M -SPSK) and asymmetric (2M -APSK) with D M . Generally, the labeling that is studied is one that maps s 2 D M to a point closest to the image of the identity element, which we refer to as the Standard Labeling (SL). The labeling that maps s to a signal point that is farthest away from the image of the identity element is referred to as Maximum Distance Labeling (MDL). Also the labelings that lead to automorphic Euclidean distance equivalent [20] signal space codes are identified. In Section III we first obtain conditions (Theorem 1) on the component codes under which the resulting two-level code is a group code over DM and relate these conditions to those obtained in [1] and [7] . Section IV contains the main results of this correspondence: Euclidean distance properties of signal space codes obtained from two-level group codes over D M as label codes with 2M -SPSK as well as 2M -APSK signal set as the basic signal set are studied under general labelings. Conditions under which certain labelings give larger MSED compared to a class of other matched labelings are derived. It turns out that the ratio of Hamming distances of the component codes C s and C r can be used to obtain several Euclidean distance properties of the signal space code. For a case, with rather restrictive conditions, the best matched labeling is identified. 6-SPSK-and 4-APSK-based modulation schemes are discussed as special cases. The phase rotational properties are discussed in Section V. Finally, some concluding remarks including possible directions for further research are given in Section VI. (The points marked x adjacent to all the points marked r j 's, j = 0; 1; 1 1 1 ; 6; are those to which r j 's will be mapped if = 0, i.e., for the 14-SPSK.) (c) Standard labeling (SL) (inner) and maximum-distance labeling (MDL) (outer) of a 16-APSK signal set as per (5) .
II. LABELING OF PSK SIGNALS SET WITH DIHEDRAL GROUPS
Throughout, it is assumed that e is mapped onto the point (1; 0) on the unit circle. The signal points are e p 01 , 0 < 2.
For convenience, hereafter, (1) = e p 01 will be written only as
(1) = . That (4) is a matched labeling for all values of l, M, and can easily be verified. Labeling of a 2M -SPSK is obtained with = 0, in which case the suffix is dropped in the notations mL , MDL , and SL . Fig. 2 Fig. 2(a) -(c) are defined in Section IV.) The matched labelings mL , MDL , and SL will be collectively referred to as asymmetric labelings and mL, MDL, and SL by symmetric labelings.
For mL , the image of s is (2m + 1)=M + and the image of r is l(2=M) which is independent of m. There is no loss of generality in (5), since as far as two-level group codes are concerned the signal space codes obtained by labeling as in (4) will lead to signal space codes that are Euclidean distance equivalent to those obtained by the labeling given by (5), i.e., the Euclidean distance distribution of the two signal space codes will be identical (shown in the following subsection). So, throughout we use the labeling given by (5) . Fig. 2 
The subset fc c . The image of s under a matched labeling uniquely determines the labeling and two matched labelings will lead to signal space codes that differ in performance for the same label code. So, the central problem is choosing the best labeling for a specified label code. This is similar to the initial vector problem for Slepian signal sets, where the signal points are generated by a group of orthogonal matrices isomorphic to the group acting on a vector called initial vector whose choice determines the performance of the signal set [18] , [21] . Different values for (s) can also be seen as different coset representative selection when the two-level code is seen as block coset code [11] , where each component of a codeword of the binary code Cs selects either the normal subgroup f1; r; r 2 ; 11 1;r M01 g of D M or its coset fs; rs; r 2 s; 111; r M01 sg, and then the corresponding component of a codeword of the ZM code selects an element from within the subgroup or the coset.
A. Automorphic Euclidean Distance Equivalent Labelings
Caire and Biglieri [20] introduced the notion of automorphic Euclidean distance equivalent (AEDE) codes: Let S be a signal set matched to a group G and : G ! S, a matched labeling. Two signal space codes C and C 0 over G are called AEDE if there exists an automorphism f of the group G n which maps C to C 0 such that the composition map ( n f( n ) 01 ) is a symmetry of S n .
Definition 3: Two labelings and 0 given by (4) are said to be automorphic Euclidean distance equivalent labelings if n (C) and 0n (C) are AEDE codes.
Now we show that the labelings given by (4) and (5) are AEDE. Since we shall be concerned with only group codes, it is sufficient to consider the squared Euclidean distance distribution from (n) (e; e; 1 11;e), i.e., the Euclidean weight distribution of the signal Now n (a a a; ) is a signal point which has the same Euclidean weight as that of 0n (a a a; b b b). Multiplication by l keeps invariant the code C r , and indeed an automorphism of Z n M as well. Under appropriate choice of labelings these two codes over DM lead to signal space codes that have the same Euclidean distance distribution and hence the labeling (5) and (4) where is given by (5), which can be easily verified. Moreover, the map (b0; b1; 11 1;bn01) ! (0b0; 0b1; 1 11; 0bn01) (8) is an automorphism of the label code. Hence the labelings mL and
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO-LEVEL GROUP CODES OVER D M
In this section we first give the necessary and sufficient conditions on the component codes of the two-level construction shown in Fig. 1 to result in a group code over D M . Then using the fact that dihedral groups are obtainable as semidirect product of its subgroups and the algebraic characterization of multilevel group codes over semidirect product groups given by Garello and Benedetto [7] , rederive these conditions.
Theorem 1:
The two-level code C = r C s C is a group code over DM if and only if i) Cs and Cr are linear codes over Z2 and ZM , respectively (9) ii) C s 2C r C r , if M is even and C s C r C r , if M is odd,
where denotes pointwise product.
Proof: Let C be a group code over DM . Then 
and hence the "all-zero vector" is a codeword in both Cr and Cs.
Consider the subcode r C of C, which consists of all codewords of C with a0 = a1 = 1 11 = an01 = 0 in Definition 2. Clearly, r C is a group code over the cyclic group of order M . Since every group code over a cyclic group of order M is a linear code over the integer residue ring ZM [22] , it follows that Cr is a linear code over ZM . By similar arguments, C s is a linear code over Z 2 . To show the second condition ( 
Equation (12) (13) and (a0 + x0; 111 ; ai + xi; 111; an01 + xn01) 2 Cs: (14) From (13) it follows that Cs 2Cr 2 Cr:
Conversely, given (10), (11), (13), and (14), it is straightforward to show that (12) holds.
The arguments above hold for both M odd and even. When M is odd 2 is a unit in Z M and hence 2C r is the same as C r , since C r is linear.
(Q.E.D.)
In Theorem 1, M is an arbitrary integer. When M is a power of 2, say, M = 2 L01 , and C r is decomposable in terms of L 01 linear binary codes C1; C2; 1 11;CL01, i.e., can be obtained as C r = C 1 + 2C 2 + 11 12
then Theorem 1 coincides with [1, Theorem 1], the proof of which is straightforward and is contained in [1, proof of Theorem 1]. Whereas [1] is primarily concerned with the case of M being a power of 2 with a restriction that corresponds in our case to the case of Cr being a decomposable code, our treatment is for arbitrary M, and C r is not necessarily a decomposable code. Our construction can be viewed as a nonbasic multilevel construction [4] with L binary codes among which the last L 0 1 binary codes being related. n-tuples over Z M , and C s any binary linear code or if C r is any linear code over ZM and Cs is the repetition code than (11) is satisfied and hence the resulting code is a group code over DM. 
A. Semidirect Product Group Codes
Since dihedral groups are semidirect product groups, in the first part of the proof of Theorem 1 (11) can be proved using the algebraic condition for two-level group codes over semidirect product groups given by Garello and Benedetto [7, Theorem 2] . Observe that Theorem 1 does not assume linearity of the component codes whereas [7, Theorem 2] does. Given a group G and a normal subgroup R when there exists a group of coset identifiers for the quotient group S = G=R, rather than simply a set, G is called the semidirect product of S by R. Dihedral groups are semidirect product groups with the normal subgroup generated by the element r. An example of a group which is not a semidirect product group is the Quaternion group with eight elements. Stated in the notations of this paper [7 which in turn is equivalent to (11) for C r being linear a a a 2 C r iff 0a a a 2 C r .
Moreover, from [7, Theorem 6] , it follows that all group codes over dihedral groups are not necessarily obtainable as two-level codes.
IV. EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE PROPERTIES
In this section the main results of this correspondence, i.e., the Euclidean distance properties of the signal space code n (C C C) are discussed. It is shown that the ratio of the Hamming distances of the component codes Cs and Cr provides a good deal of information about the MSED of the signal space code under different matched labelings. In Section IV-A, we restrict the discussion to symmetric labelings and in Section IV-B, the results of symmetric labelings are extended to asymmetric labelings. Results for 6-SPSK and 4-APSK are discussed as special cases.
The following notations are used throughout this section. Fig. 2(a)-(c) illustrates the various distances represented by the notations.
ds minimum Hamming distance of Cs; d r minimum Hamming distance of C r ;
Euclidean weight of (r) in 2M -SPSK under any labeling = 4 sin The following lemma, used often throughout this section, gives a simple lower bound on d mL .
Lemma 1:
dmL min fr dr; m ds; max (dr; ds)g:
Proof: From i) Any signal point in n (C C C) corresponding to a codeword consisting only of s-terms (elements of s C ) has Euclidean weight at least m d s , and a signal point exists with weight equal to m d s . ii) Any signal point in n (C C C) corresponding to a codeword consisting only of r-power terms (elements of r C ) has Euclidean weight at least r d r . iii) Any signal point in n (C C C) corresponding to a codeword consisting of at least one term of the form r i s; i 6 = 0, has Euclidean weight at least max (dr; ds) the inequality (16) follows.
Q.E.D. 
Since comparison of different labelings will be made with the corresponding standard labelings, we specialize (16) and (17) which is well known.
A. Euclidean Distance Properties for SPSK Modulation
This subsection deals with Euclidean distance properties of n (C C C)
under symmetric labelings. Throughout this subsection a labeling will always mean symmetric labeling. Fig. 3(a) shows an axis used to identify a point corresponding to all possible values of ds=dr. Given a pair of component codes their ratio of Hamming distances uniquely defines a point on this axis. The points corresponding to 4=0, r=0, and different values of 0 = m marked on the axis demarcate various regions to be discussed. Note that the point 0 = m shifts to the left or right according to increase or decrease in the Lee weight of m. The entire d s =d r -axis in Fig. 3(a) is divided into two corresponding to the two major cases discussed: 1) d s < d r , i.e., the axis to the left of the point ds=dr = 1 (Theorem 2), and 2) ds > dr, i.e., the axis to the right of the point d s =d r = 1 (Theorem 3). Each case is further divided into three subcases identified as Regions I, II, and III for the first case and Regions IV, V, and VI for the second case. Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, deal exclusively with Region I and Region III. Fig. 3(a) iii) Follows from combining parts i) and ii).
Theorem 2 (Case d s < d r -Region I, II and III in
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2 part i) states that given the value ds=dr, the labeling corresponding to the closest point of the value to the right of it, say The following two corollaries follow, respectively, from Theorem 2 parts i) and ii). Fig. 3(a) Fig. 3(a) ): If d s =d r satisfies 0 = 1 < ds=dr < 1, than any matched labeling other than SL will give larger MSED than SL. Several examples are given for 16-PSK signal set, i.e., M = 8. Accordingly, Fig. 3(a) is redrawn as Fig. 3(b) , for the specific value of M = 8 with specific values demarcating the regions marked. Fig. 2(c) shows the 16-SPSK signal set with relevant parameters marked.
Corollary 2.1 (Region I in

Corollary 2.2 (Region III in
Example 4:
Let Cs be the length 20 binary cyclic code generated by 1+x 2 and C r be the length 20 code over Z 8 with generator matrix [4 4 : : : 4 4 ]. Since d s =d r = 2=20 = 0:1 < 0 = 1 = 0:123309, this case corresponds to Region II in Fig. 3(b) . We have Obviously, MDL gives the best performance. If asymmetry is introduced then 3 will increase and the figure 300 = 4:567228 will decrease. The best asymmetry is that which equals these two.
In the following subsection we pursue this example further by introducing the angle of asymmetry and improve the MSED. It is clear that all the three labelings 1L, 2L, and 3L are better than SL. Fig. 3(a) ): i) If ds=dr is in Region IV in Fig. 3(a) iii) If d s =d r is in Region VI in Fig. 3(a) , i.e., if d s =d r > = 0 , then MSED is same for all matched labelings.
Theorem 3 (Case ds > dr-Region IV, V, and VI in
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix I. It follows from Theorem 3 that if the ratio of the Hamming distances of the component code lies in Region VI then all labelings lead to the same MSED, i.e., there is no preferred labeling; if the ratio lies in Region V then we are able to say that all nonstandard labelings perform as good as or better than standard labeling, but we are unable to identify situations with strictly better performance; if the ratio lies in Region IV we not only show that all nonstandard labelings perform at least as good as standard labelings but identify situations where they perform strictly better and situations where they perform exactly as good as standard labelings. We illustrate these in the following two examples. All labelings have larger MSED than SL, as expected since Cr does not contain a codeword of the form that will give equality as discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.
If Cr is changed to and hence this example corresponds to Region V in Fig. 3(b) . The MSED is 1:1716 corresponding to the codeword (r; e; r; e; e; 11 1;e) ii) If 1 < ds=dr < 3 (Region III in Fig. 3(c) ) then dMDL dSL with strict inequality if C r does not contain a codeword of weight d s with nonzero components exactly in the same locations as those of a minimum-weight codeword of Cs.
iii) If d s =d r > 3 (Region IV in Fig. 3(c) ) then the MSED is the same for all matched labelings.
Proof: i), ii), and iii) follow from specializing to M = 3, respectively, Theorem 2 part iii), Theorem 3 part i), and Theorem 3 part iii).
B. Euclidean Distance Properties for APSK Modulation
In this subsection we discuss the Euclidean distance properties of n (C C C) under asymmetric labelings. Like Fig. 3(a) for SPSK in the previous subsection, the d s =d r -axis shown in Fig. 4 (a) will be used to identify the different regions discussed in the theorems of this subsection. Note that the point 0 = m shifts by at most =2M to the left or right according to a positive or a negative angle of asymmetry if 0 < (s) < , and in the opposite way if < (s) < 2.
As in the case of SPSK in the previous section, we also consider two major cases for APSK: 1) d s < d r (Theorem 5 and the special case 4-APSK in Theorem 6) and 2) ds > dr (Theorem 7). The first case is further divided into two subcases identified as Regions I and II (Fig. 4(a) ) and the second into three subcases identified as Regions III, IV, and V.
Theorem 5 (Case: ds < dr-Regions I and II in Fig. 4(a) (the image of s is moved away from (1; 0)) given by (21) and this fixed angle is a function of m m m. Notice that nothing is said regarding the increase or decrease for positive angles more than this fixed angle. For negative angles of asymmetry, the MSED decreases. The essence of part ii) of Theorem 5 is that the superiority of m m mL over SL for SPSK case proved in part ii) of Theorem 2 continues to hold in the case of APSK also for angles in the range given by (22) . ii) The only labeling for 4-PSK is MDL. Substituting M = 2 in (21) gives (23) .
Example 5 (continued):
iii) Follows from substituting M = 2 in part ii) of Corollary 5.1.
Example 11:
Case i) Let C s = f000; 101; 110; 011g and C r = f000; 111g. 
given by (23) iii) If d s =d r is in Region V in Fig. 4(a) (25) dmL is independent of m, i.e., MSED is the same for all matched labelings satisfying (25) . Proof: Given in Appendix III. It is seen that all matched labelings give larger MSED compared to SL as per Theorem 7 part i).
V. PHASE ROTATIONAL INVARIANCE
For L-level multilevel codes with binary component codes phase invariance properties have been reported in [3] . In this section we consider the phase rotational invariance property of the two-level group codes over D M . 
in 2n-dimensional space. There is a one-to-one correspondence between codewords and 2n-dimensional points given by (26) and (27) . The code is said to be rotationally invariant to angle , if whenever (27) is a signal point for a codeword in C, then the vector corresponding to the expression at the bottom of this page is a codeword in C. Theorem 8 gives the conditions on the component codes for a two-level group code over D M to be invariant to different angles of rotations including the minimum angle. Q.E.D.
Note that the minimal angle of rotational invariance for 2M-SPSK is =M whereas for 2M-APSK is 2=M. Group codes over dihedral groups with 2M elements which are constructible as two-level codes with component codes from a binary code and a linear code over appropriate residue class integer ring modulo M have been studied. Block-coded modulation scheme using both 2M -SPSK and 2M -APSK as signal sets matched to the dihedral groups have been discussed considering all possible matched labelings. Automorphic Euclidean distance equivalence, rotational phase invariance, and Euclidean distance properties have been discussed. Given a pair of component codes, the best labeling among a subset of possible labelings has been identified only for specific ranges of values of the ratio of the Hamming distances of the component codes. One possible direction for further research is to find the best labeling for a given set of component codes at least for selected ranges of values for the ratio of the Hamming distances of the component codes.
Another direction to pursue is the comparison of performance with group codes over cyclic groups. Symmetric PSK signal sets can be labeled with cyclic group or with dihedral groups of the same order. It will be interesting to see under which labeling MSED is larger for identical code parameters like rate and dimension.
The signal space codes discussed in this correspondence admit minimal trellis [23] , [24] and hence trellis-decoding techniques [25] can be used to decode. The method of construction of minimal trellis is first obtaining minimal trellises for the component codes and then taking their product. For the binary-code Kschischang-Sorokine algorithm [26] gives the minimal trellis and for the other code an algorithm to construct minimal trellis is given in [27] .
APPENDIX I PROOF OF THEOREM 3
For ds > dr, (17) If a minimum weight vector of C s is present also in C r then the MSED is 0ds for all labelings since this Euclidean weight will be achieved by either the minimum-weight vector or a scalar multiple of it depending on mL.
ii) Using 0ds > rdr, iii) Using 0ds > dr and r < , (28) gives dmL rdr.
In this case, any vector that is not all r-power codeword will have minimum distance at least 0ds which is larger than dr. A minimum Hamming weight vector in C r can at most have Euclidean weight d r . Hence the minimum Euclidean weight is achieved by an all-rpower vector for any labeling. Hence the dmL is independent of m, including MDL and SL.
APPENDIX II PROOF OF THEOREM 5
For ds < dr, (16) 
As increases, the right-hand side of (31) decreases and that of (32) increases. Moreover, (31) and (32) together imply that up to the maximum value of satisfying (31), the MSED will increase unless M is odd and m m m = M01 2 , in which case the MSED will decrease. Substituting the values of and m m m in (33), and after rearranging terms, we get (21). If < 0, then the right-hand side of (31) increases and the right-hand side of (34) decreases.
ii) Let be such that =m < ds=dr < 1. Then, using (30) 
i) Since 0, we have ds=dr < r=0 < r= , which when used in (33) gives 
Then ( Cases a)-c) together imply dmL dSL . With straightforward adjustments after substituting values for in (35), it is easy to check that has to be in the range given by (24) for (35) to hold.
iii) For all values of satisfying (25), we have d s =d r > 4= , which when used in (33) gives d mL r d r , since 4d r > r d r . In this case, any vector which consists of other than r-power terms will have the minimum distance at least d s which is larger than 4d r . A minimum Hamming weight vector in C r can at most have Euclidean weight 4dr. Hence the minimum Euclidean weight is achieved by an all-r-power vector for any labeling. Hence the d mL is independent of m.
